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ERIC J. SCHMERTZ—A REMARKABLE LIFE 
AND ITS LASTING LEGACY 

Nora V. Demleitner* 

I did not have the opportunity to get to know Eric Schmertz in the 
way so many others did who have been closely affiliated with Hofstra 
Law since its inception.  I only met Eric a few times, though I fondly 
recall a breakfast we shared at his club.  He was truly a gentleman of the 
old school with a quick wit, lots of charm, and a sharp mind.  Even 
though he retired many years ago from our faculty, he could not have 
been more devoted to it, giving me tips for fundraising opportunities and 
exploring the labor law curriculum with me.  Admittedly, Eric will 
always be Dean Schmertz to me. 

Because I knew Dean Schmertz differently than so many others, I 
find myself with a unique vantage point in the celebration of Eric’s life 
and legacy.  We all know the standard phrase that great men—or more 
accurately people—live on in people’s memories forever.  By that 
measure alone, Eric is a great man. Eric stories—or perhaps more 
accurately termed “Eric legends”—must have regaled generations of 
faculty, colleagues, students, and friends.  Most importantly, they have 
kept Eric alive in the halls of Hofstra Law long after he formally became 
an emeritus faculty member. 

The Eric legends form pieces of the mosaic that was Eric’s life: A 
devoted father and husband; a true friend to so many; a war veteran who 
infected his students with his love for his country and the military; a 
distinguished arbitrator who could apparently sit through any arbitration 
and would not mind getting in the trenches himself, all to reach a fair 
result; a beloved faculty member and teacher who mentored many 
students, including many women; a mentor who celebrated his former 
students’ successes and welcomed them as colleagues; and a much 
admired dean who focused on fundraising and displayed his pride in the 
institution and his position with his “LAWDEAN” license plate on a red 
sports car. 

 
* Dean and Professor of Law, Hofstra University School of Law. 
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Dean Schmertz was an impressive lawyer and arbitrator as well as 
an admired teacher.  His work has shaped labor law, especially in New 
York, and it continues to hold much wisdom that informs current labor 
law.1 

Dean Schmertz’s deanship allowed him to move beyond his already 
impressive impact on individual students and the legal profession and 
shape an institution. He has left a lasting imprint on the Law School, a 
legacy that remains well and alive, and I suspect will outlive all of us.  
That is the ultimate sign of Eric’s greatness. 

During his deanship, Eric, together with Sam Kaynard, another 
renowned labor lawyer who joined our faculty, turned Hofstra Law into 
an institution whose name became synonymous with labor law.  The 
Labor and Employment Law Journal was born in 1980, championed by 
its first editor-in-chief, David Feldman, one of then Professor 
Schmertz’s students and great admirers.  Throughout the 1980s ever 
more of our alumni began to practice labor and employment law—
obviously due to Eric’s influence, later combined with that of Sam 
Kaynard. 

During the time of Eric’s deanship the law school got many of its 
first distinguished professorships, thanks to Eric’s amazing ability to 
persuade many donors—alumni, personal friends, members of the legal 
community, parties in arbitrations—to direct their generosity toward 
Hofstra Law.  He had a strong vision for Hofstra Law and made it a 
reality during his lifetime.  More importantly, it will continue well 
beyond it. 

I salute Eric Schmertz as a great teacher and lawyer; an influential 
dean; and a wonderful person.  One cannot ask for more in a colleague 
and leader. 

 

 
 1. The Law School is deeply grateful to the Schmertz family and Eric Rosenfeld for 
donating Eric’s professional papers and arbitral decisions to the Barbara and Maurice A. Deane Law 
Library.  They will be a treasure trove for legal historians, especially those working in the labor 
field with a focus on New York law. 


